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Matter 5 
James Cutting and Neil McManus 

Suffolk County Council 
 

Suffolk County Council Statement on Matter 5 
 

This statement has been prepared by Suffolk County Council to address 
issues raised by the Inspector which relate to mixed communities 

 
1. The ageing population 
 
1.1 Babergh’s population, as set out in Figure 5.6.1 of the update to the 

Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Ref: C20), is older than the 
national average. Projections indicate that Babergh will see an 
increase in population of people aged 65+ of almost 60% by 2030; a 
substantial shift in the population balance of the district. 

 
1.2 The Government’s approach to older people and the built environment 

is set out in the 2011 report ‘Lifetime Neighbourhoods’. That report 
suggests that, nationally, older households will make up 48% of the 
growth in new households between 2011 and 2026. 

 
1.3 With this demographic shift, the health problems associated with an 

ageing population will increase. For example, the number of older 
people in Babergh with dementia could increase by nearly 1,500 
between 2011 and 2030. 

 
1.4 An emerging tool being developed by the Housing Learning and 

Improvement Network would suggest that there is a real need for 
additional supported housing for older people to meet the changing 
demographic. For example, the initial results from the tool suggest that, 
in Babergh, there is a need for around 800 more residential and 
nursing care bed spaces.  

 
1.5 The ageing of Babergh’s population creates challenges for our 

communities and the local economy. Housing is a key component of 
responding to the issues presented by the ageing population, in 
support of better health and increased independence, and it is right 
that the Babergh Core Strategy recognises this issue. 

 
2. Agreed position 

 
2.1 The county council previously commented on the draft submission 

version Core Strategy (Ref: E01), noting concerns that the issues 
raised above were not adequately reflected. Modifications to policies 
CS10 (Ref: E02, No 26) and CS14 (No 30) have resolved these 
concerns, such that the Core Strategy will support the development of 
mixed and sustainable communities that support our ageing 
population, and is therefore sound. 
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3. Policy approaches 
 

3.1 Suffolk County Council has responsibility for social care and works with 
Babergh, as the housing and planning authority, and other partners to 
seek delivery of a range of housing options to meet the needs of older 
people. 

 
3.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (Ref: B09a) requires local 

planning authorities to ‘plan for a mix of housing based on current and 
future demographic trends, market trends and the needs of different 
groups in the community…such as…older people.’ 

 
3.3 The Government and the county council both support independence 

and choice for older people, which are facilitated in large part through 
providing housing options. Older people’s housing can be viewed as a 
spectrum, ranging from modifiable general needs housing through to 
residential and nursing care. Planning policies should seek to deliver a 
range of housing options across that spectrum, enabling older people 
to remain settled in their communities as their mobility and cognitive 
ability changes. 

 
3.4 Given that, as identified by the Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

(Ref: C20, paragraphs 12.1.17-12.1.24), older people are likely to 
make up a growing proportion of the owner-occupier segment of the 
housing market, the general needs housing stock should respond by 
ensuring that it is built to a standard that supports modifications as the 
owner-occupier’s needs change. 

 
3.5 Increasingly, care is being delivered through market mechanisms. The 

county council no longer delivers residential care directly, and when 
older people are supported financially by the county council, they 
increasingly determine their own care packages through personal 
budgets (rather than being directed to specific measures). Different 
housing options need to exist to facilitate choice and varying needs, 
and planning policies should not unnecessarily impede the delivery of 
supported housing. 

 
3.6 The county council’s preferred approach is, therefore, to support the 

delivery of homes built to the ‘Lifetime Homes’ standard and to support 
planning policies that encourage the delivery of supported housing 
schemes by private sector or registered social landlords. 

 
4. The Core Strategy and implementation 

 
4.1 The Core Strategy recognises the needs of older people through Policy 

CS10, as modified (Ref: E02, No 26), which requires development 
proposals to ‘consider…the wider needs of an ageing population’ and 
‘promote healthy living and be accessible to people of all abilities 
including those with mobility impairments’. 
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4.2 Policy CS14 (Ref: E02, No 30) is also particularly important for meeting 
the objectives set out above. It sets an approach of supporting 
development where it meets the needs of older people. It also goes 
further in requiring strategic sites to make specific provision for the 
accommodation needs of older people. A Very Sheltered Housing 
facility will be delivered as part of the Chilton Woods development; 
meeting an identified need in Sudbury. 

 
4.3 These policies are, in the view of the county council, justified by the 

evidence. They are also effective at a Core Strategy level in supporting 
and enabling appropriate housing for the delivery of mixed and 
sustainable communities, because of the strategy they set. They 
enable future development management policies to require that a 
proportion of new housing should be built to the Lifetime Home 
standard, and support the provision of specialist supported housing 
schemes. 


